IAMDDB, Moscoman and Peggy Gou
join Paraíso 2019
The festival presents three names that join a line-up made of 35
artists from 17 countries.
Paraíso will soon announce 13 artists, 12 to perform on the new Nido
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Saturday, June 15
Antal, Carista, Channel Tres, Charlotte
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Tickets Paraíso 2019

its first edition: a festival with a commitment

The price of two-day tickets and day tickets,

to sustainability, where festival-goers can

available on the festival official website www.

enjoy music among installations and artistic

paraisofestival.com, will change on Monday
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Daily line-up

Day tickets cost €49 and €74 in the case of
premium tickets. Two-day tickets are available
for €85 and two-day premium tickets for €120

Paraíso 2019’s daily line-up is devised as

and can be purchased in two instalments

follows:

until May 25. Two-day team tickets at a price
of €80 are also available, for groups between

Friday, June 14
Bob Moses, Cerrone, CHVRCHES, IAMDDB,
Jacques Greene, John Talabot, Kampire,
KiNK, Maribou State, Moscoman, Mula, Nicola
Cruz, Orpheu The Wizard, Polo & Pan, Raphaël
Top-Secret, Ross From Friends, Solomun and
Young Marco.

6 and 10 people.

